Abstract-We hypothesize that a set of movemes can be used to reconstruct biomechanically realistic movements. Using parameters from a reaching and grasping task we create a representative three-dimensional motion. From this motion we extract features from the joint angle space. We believe that the physiological importance of these features makes them worth investigating as possible movemes. Machine learning techniques are employed to cluster similar features. The clusters are then used to recursively reconstruct the motion trajectory.
I. INTRODUCTION
HE development of motor control brain-machine interfaces (BMI) is faced with the challenge of finding a functional relationship between neuronal activity (collected from the cortex of the brain) and directed hand/arm movements [1] - [5] . A future goal of BMI design is use an engineered interface to restore mobility to paralyzed individuals [5] . Current BMI experimental paradigms utilize supervised learning techniques in conjunction with an inputoutput model (i.e. linear filter, neural network) to correlate recorded neural modulation with behavior generated by the patient [6] .
In the ultimate embodiment of a BMI as used by a paralyzed patient, the training of the interface becomes a problem due to the lack of access to a desired (i.e. hand trajectory) signal [7] . Traditional supervised learning techniques may not be capable of finding the functional relationship between the patient's intent (neuronal modulation) and particular hand/arm trajectory due to the paradigm shift.
To contend with this problem, we are hypothesizing that a bottom-up approach can be used in the motor control scheme to artificially generate stereotyped but biomechanically realistic movement. The movement is deconstructed into elemental components -"movemes." Combinations of movemes may be useful as a desired signal for BMIs in cases where the patient cannot generate a real trajectory. The concept of using movemes (also referred to in the literature as motion primitives), or building blocks of movement, has been suggested by experts in motor control [8] - [13] where their presumed function is to reduce the dimensionality of the space where control solutions are sought. This type of "divide and conquer" approach has been applied in speech processing where phonemes have been shown to be a computationally efficient method to reconstruct speech [14] . In the case of BMIs, the first step is to define movemes and test how well they perform in trajectory reconstruction.
There is no consensus on how exactly to define a moveme. Our approach consists of two components: define a biologically plausible movement trajectory and then define similar features in the movement trajectory as a moveme. There have been a variety of prior approaches where researchers use different techniques to extract a piecewise representative feature from motion trajectory data. The motion data can include electromyographic (EMG) activations, joint angle trajectories, joint torques, endpoint trajectories, and relevant derivatives of those quantities [8] - [10] .
A common goal in the researcher's approaches has been to show some biological plausibility in their results. Hwang and Shadmehr created muscle spindle models and utilize the firing of those models in a reaching task [11] . Todorov and Ghahramani created a dynamic arm model with two joints, four muscles, individual muscle spindles, and Golgi tendon organs with some simplifications [8] . Both approaches yielded some success in representing two-dimensional motion using only a subset of basis functions.
We propose to build on the work of prior researchers by extracting features from a biologically inspired threedimensional motion. The motion is created using end points and timing from a behavioral experiment and a simplified upper extremity skeletal model developed from healthy human subjects [15] . The motion is generated using inverse dynamics optimization [16] of a cost function found in biomechanical modeling [17] , [18] .
Features are extracted from the joint angle space for both biological and practical motivations. Muscle lengths and velocities are determined based on the angular positions and velocities of the joints that the muscle spans. There are known physiological relationships between muscle force generation and both muscle length and muscle velocity [19] , [20] . Identical muscle activations (from neural signals) will create different muscle forces depending on these two relationships. The muscle's moment arm across a joint is determined by the ratio of change in muscle length to change in joint angle. The torque produced at a joint is the sum of muscle forces multiplied by their moment arms across that joint. We believe these three physiological relationships suggest that joint angle relationships are very important and may serve as a descriptor of different states of the arm. Although we do not use individual muscles in our model, we feel that these different arm states may correspond to different movemes.
The practical motivation for working in joint angle space is that we plan to use a set of linear filters with weights determined by the extracted features to reconstruct joint angle trajectories. If the features were extracted from the Cartesian space this would not be prudent due to the nonlinear transformation between that Cartesian and joint angle space. Errors can still be compared in Cartesian space because there is a unique mapping from joint angles to endpoints; however, the converse mapping is not unique.
Once the joint angle features are defined, machine learning techniques are employed to group similar features. These feature groups will be used for trajectory reconstruction; their relationship to movemes will be explored in the Discussion section.
II. METHODS

A. Initial Trajectory Definition
We consider reaching and grasping to be a critical movement task for restoring independence to paralyzed individuals. An example of such a task is moving one's hand from a resting position to a glass of water and picking it up.
We developed a synthetic reaching motion using an upper extremity computer model. A simplified version of the previously published human arm model [15] possessing five degrees of freedom (DOFs) was used for the investigation, with the shoulder possessing two DOFs, the elbow two DOFs, and the wrist one DOF. The model was created using experimentally derived joint kinematics and limb segment inertias [15] . The model was actuated by joint torques rather than individual muscles for two reasons. First, the set of five joint torques provides a lower dimensional workspace than the fifty muscles included in the original model. Second, to solve for muscle forces requires a further optimization at each time step in the motion, assigning muscle forces based on a hypothesized cost function.
Development of the synthetic reaching and grasping motion proceeded in two stages: a robotics-based initial definition and a biomechanically-based optimization. We defined an initial trajectory that satisfied known constraints. The constraints were chosen to match a reaching experimental paradigm, which we have previously used to record neural data from primary motor cortex (MI) in BMI experiments [21] . There are three constraints based on the hand location at rest, when it contacts the target, and when the target is moved. There are also two velocity constraints such that the initial and final angular velocities (and correspondingly endpoint velocities) will be zero. The position constraints were scaled to match the skeletal model [15] , and the joint angles in the model were then adjusted manually until the arm reached the constraint locations in space. All of the joint angles at these positions were recorded. The initial trajectory was then defined using the given constraints by applying a cubic polynomial equation independently to each of the joints. The coefficients of the equations were determined based on the joint angles (initial, target contact, and final), joint angular velocities (initial, target contact, and final), and the total time for the motion. The equation for each joint is given in the appendix; this method is used because it is a "standard practice for reconstructing smooth trajectories." [22] . The movement time was set at 500 ms based on observed performance of multiple subjects in the experimental paradigm.
B. Trajectory Optimization
The initial motion trajectories were then optimized using a biomechanical modeling cost function. The cost (J) function given in (1) minimizes the weighted sum of squared changes in joint torques (dT j /dt) [17] , [18] . In (1) nj is the number of joints and tf is the final time. Although nested optimization methods exist to determine the cost function weights that best match given motion data [23] , those approaches are complex and computationally intensive. Therefore we used a common approach in the neural control and biomechanics literature [17] , [18] and ignored the impact of the weights (w j ) by setting them all equal to one.
A sequential quadratic programming algorithm (Matlab's fmincon function) was used in the optimization due to the presence of constraints in the problem formulation. The inverse dynamics equations are highly nonlinear and complex and must be re-derived in the event of any model changes. To solve these equations we used a generalpurpose musculoskeletal modeling system [24] to calculate the torques at each 1 ms step of the motion using inverse dynamics analysis. The constraints on this optimizer were set such that the joints could not exceed their physiological range and that the constraints in the initial trajectory definition would be satisfied. Each joint angle trajectory was parameterized using 10 node points fitted with cubic interpolating splines to provide position, velocity, and acceleration values at any desired time. These node points were used as design variables in the optimization. Fig. 1 shows the initial motion and optimized motion for shoulder flexion over the entire reach and grasp task. The optimized joint trajectories are not solved independently because the torque at any joint affects the motion of all other joints in the linkage via dynamic coupling [22] . This situation is more appropriate in modeling physiological control.
C. Feature Definition
We define a feature (and potentially movemes) by the relationship between the current set of joint angles to the next set of joint angles. These features (v) are defined in (2) where θ is the joint angle, j is the joint number, and ∆t is 1ms. These features provide direct information about joint angular velocity. Although joint angle position is not directly provided, it can be inferred based on initial conditions or a neural network could learn which moveme to switch to based on the prior and current v. For the 500 ms motion there are 499 five-dimensional feature vectors.
D. Feature Projection in Three DOF
The features and cluster centers from the optimized motion were projected onto the three dimensions where the features exhibited the highest variance to visualize the clustering performance (see Fig. 2 ). The three axes represent shoulder flexion, elbow flexion, and wrist flexion. The result is a smooth trajectory of features throughout the motion. We projected the features using different joint combinations and in all cases, a smooth trajectory exists. However, this smooth trajectory is not equally distributed and can be segmented with standard clustering algorithms.
While these results are encouraging, it is premature to reach any conclusions about the relationship between our features and movemes. Movemes are yet to be defined, so it is unclear how many are included in the motion. If we draw comparisons to speech, the entire motion could be analogous to a single word. For example, there are only two phonemes in the words "show" or "high". It would be unreasonable to expect to extract a large set of phonemes from a single word. The counter-argument is that the entire motion should be compared to a sentence, in which case a larger set of phonemes could be extracted. Without a priori knowledge of the correct number of movemes we can only use clustering error as a guide to how many feature groups to use. In the Discussion section we propose a method for validation of feature clusters as movemes.
E. Feature Clustering
The idea of movemes is to find a small subset of basis movements that can represent any motion. If all of the feature vectors were used, the motion could be perfectly reconstructed. To find a subset of features we can use traditional clustering techniques to partition the feature space to find some structure in the data. Two clustering approaches were used to try to find an optimal number of clusters centers and to compare the results for a range of cluster centers. The first approach allowed cluster dropping. The initial cluster centroids were uniformly distributed random numbers within the range of the feature vectors.
In the second clustering approach, the initial cluster centroids were randomly chosen from coefficient samples and cluster dropping was not allowed. In the event of an empty cluster, a new cluster centroid was created using the sample that is furthest from its current cluster label. Both clustering methods minimized the squared Euclidean distance between the cluster centers and their members (clustering error). K-means (Matlab's kmeans function) clustering was used for both approaches due to its computational efficiency and it performance with the feature vectors. 
A. Feature Clustering Performance
The cluster dropping approach was tested in 100 Monte Carlo simulations of different initial centroids to find an optimal number of clusters for the motion. The optimal number was found to be 42 clusters. The fixed cluster number approach was tested to find the clustering error for a range of sizes (2 to 75 clusters). For each cluster size, 100 Monte Carlo simulations of different initial centroids were performed to find the minimum clustering error. Fig. 3 shows the optimal clustering error vs. the number of clusters. There is an initial sharp reduction in clustering error as the number of clusters increases; however, beyond approximately 15 clusters there are diminishing returns.
B. Trajectory Reconstruction
The feature clusters are tested for their utility in reconstruction of the synthetic motion in both joint angle and Cartesian space. Each cluster is added to the initial true joint angle vector to create estimates of the next joint angle vector. These estimates are all compared with the next true joint angle vector to find which one creates the minimal error. That estimate is then fed back to the input (see Fig. 4 ). For all time greater than 1 ms, the trajectory is reconstructed recursively.
It is expected that any errors that occur in trajectory reconstruction should propagate through the motion. However, we will show in the RMS Joint Angle Errors section that this is not the case, the reconstruction can compensate for prior errors. Fig. 5 shows the optimal RMS error in Cartesian coordinated vs. the number of feature clusters. (In this case the clusters are picked based on the minimal clustering error, though the associated Cartesian errors may not be minimal.) As in fig. 2 , there is a sharp initial drop in error; then continuous improvement with increasing numbers of clusters. Fig. 6 shows a portion of the reconstructed trajectory of elbow flexion. This portion was selected because it represented the greatest error. Otherwise the difference would not be visibly discernable in a plot.
When we investigated the Monte Carlo results, we noticed that there were groups of clusters that created lower reconstruction errors than the optimal (in terms of clustering error) group of clusters. These higher error clusters were not as representative of the original motion yet provided additional error-correction paths during reconstruction. However, this error reduction is related to the bias-variance dilemma in training adaptive filters. Although it is possible to include extra parameters so that bias is lower for the training motion, this practice may lead to higher variance in novel motions. Also, using clusters not firmly based in joint angle relationships violates our fundamental moveme assumptions and would confound the investigation.
C. Cluster Selection
The sequence of cluster selections in trajectory reconstruction is shown in fig. 7 . There is no rigid timescale for the clusters to be active. This is consistent with the speech analogy where a phoneme only describes the position of the vocal articulators; the length a phoneme is expressed in time is arbitrary. There is also rapid switching between clusters for portions of the movement. These situations occur because there are not sharp divisions in feature space between the clusters (see fig. 3 ) and there is a slight error reduction achieved (see fig. 4 ). Imposing either a minimum error improvement or minimum distance between consecutive cluster centers before a switch occurs reduces, but does not eliminate, this rapid switching. However, this situation may not indicate a flaw with the feature clusters, but rather suggest that a blend of clusters is more appropriate than a winner-take-all approach for certain portions of the movement.
D. RMS Joint Angle Errors
RMS joint angle errors between the reconstructed and optimized motion for elbow flexion and wrist flexion are shown in fig. 8 . The dynamic ranges of the joints are 105 degrees and 100 degrees respectively. The errors were compared to the joint angular velocity and acceleration, but there were no obvious correlations between them. The effect of cluster switching can also be seen in fig. 8 (the cluster switch times are given in fig. 7 ) where the error seems jagged. The errors do improve for some joint angles throughout the motion. This improvement is promising because it shows that even with recursive motion reconstruction, the errors do not necessarily propagate through the entire motion.
IV. DISCUSSION
Here we developed an experimental architecture to segment a biologically plausible movement trajectory into its elemental components. The ability to specify such trajectories may provide an alternative desired signal for training BMIs for patients who are paralyzed. Machine learning techniques were used as a principled method to perform the segmentation. Based upon the techniques applied here, we able to recursively reconstruct the trajectory with high degree of accuracy. We found that there is an optimal set of movemes (this set is smaller than 10% of the total number of features) that best parameterized the particular movement space for producing the best reconstruction.
Moreover, the selection of movemes may not be a hard boundary as was initially hypothesized. This observation can be attributed either to machine learning assumptions provided by the errors in the clustering or by biological precepts that may effectively use combinations of movemes in practice. Answering which one is correct is the subject of future research. Nevertheless we have evaluated here a technique for clustering some features of the trajectory. We also tested this approach with a different biomechanical cost function optimization and that it
In order to validate that our cluster indeed represent movemes we need to use neural data. We hypothesize that neural networks can be used to select which local models are appropriate at the current time based on which moveme(s) are contributing to the motion. The coupling of developing movemes for arbitrary reaching trajectories with neural activity with hopefully provide an alternative solution for training BMI for paralyzed patients APPENDIX The cubic polynomial equation for computing the initial joint angle (θ) paths is given in (3) and the coefficients are defined in (4) . The variable notation is Fig. 7 . Winning clusters throughout the motion. Like phonemes, these clusters are not rigidly defined in time. Cluster #27 is active from 362ms -400ms, yet cluster #15 is only active from 80ms-90ms. consistent with the Trajectory Optimization subsection of Methods. This equation is given in [22] . 
